INTERESTING WWW SITES IN AND ABOUT BELARUS

Belarus: Education, Universities and Schools

Education and Training

- Admission to the University of Oslo, Information for students from Belorussia (en)
- American English School Offices: Belarus (en)
- Belarusian Academic Information Centre - BelarusENIC (en, ru)
- Belpaese2000: Italianistica in Bielorussia (be, it, ru)
- Center For International Education, Yanka Kupala State University of Grodno (en)
- Chair of Urgent Surgery, Belarusian State Institute of Advanced Training of Physicians (ru)
- Design Education Programs in Europe: Belarus, from International Directory of Design (en)
- Directory of Agricultural Education and Training Institutions in Central and Eastern Europe: Republic of Belarus (en)
- Distance Learning - Belarus, Training and testing over the Net (ru)
- ECC: Teacher Training - National Liaison Officer of Belarus, from Europe of cultural co-operation (en)
- Education Conference Network (ru)
- Education in Agriculture (en)
- Education in Belarus (en)
- Education in the Republic of Belarus (ru)
- Education of the Deaf Persons in Belarus (ru)
- Educational Information Centers in the NIS: Belarus (en)
- Educational Institutions of Postgraduate Education in the Republic of Belarus (ru)
- Educational System - Belarus, other site (en)
- eGroups: belarus-english, for English teachers in Belarus (en)
- ENIC address list: Belarus (en)
- EuroEducation Net: Belarus, Structure of Educational System in Belarus (en)
- Expert Meeting "Education via the Internet", held on March 2000 in Minsk (en)
- Formation and Development of Post-Graduate Studies in Belarus in 20-30s (ru)
- History of the Deaf: Development of Education and Culture of the Deaf Persons in Belarus in XV--XVIII cc. (ru)
- Institute for Specialist's Updating and Retraining under MSTU (en, ru)
- Mechanical & Manufacturing Programs: Belarus, International Directory of Design (en)
- Medical Education and Didactics Network: Byelorussia (en)
- Minsk City Institute of Advanced Training of Teachers (ru)
- Optics Education in Byelorussia, from The International Society for Optical Engineering (en)
Universities, Higher Educational Institutes

- Praktikum in Deutschland: Das Praktikantenprogramm Belarus 1998 (de)
- Republican Center for Internet Education (ru)
- Republican Institute for Higher Education (en, ru)
- Republican Institute for Vocational Education (RIPO) (ru)
- Republican Information Site on Education Topics (ru)
- Republican Scientific-Methodical and Educational Center "Algorithm" (ru)
- Republikanisches Institut fur Berufsbildung - RIPO (de)
- SchulWeb: Belarus (de, en, fr, ru)
- Science and Education in Belarus (ru)
- Science Programmes In Belarus, from Central and Eastern European Education Direstory (en)
- Slutsk Association "Vytoki" (be, ru)
- Structure of Education System in Belarus, from Central and Eastern European Education Direstory (en)
- Student.by.com (en, ru)
- Studienzentren in Europa: Belarus (Weissrussland) (de)
- Study Abroad in Belarus (en)
- Study Destination: Belarus, from WorldWide Classroom (en)
- Teleteaching in Belarus, article from T.H.E. Journal 1/94 (en)
- Tempus in Belarus (en)
- The School of TRIZ (Theory of Inventive Problem Solving), Minsk (en, ru)
- The System of Education in the Republic of Belarus: Basic Indicators and Tendencies of Development (en, ru)
- Women's Education and Counseling Centre (en, ru)
- 1997 International Physics Olympiad (Canada) Statistical Results (en)
- 1996 International Physics Olympiad (Norway) Statistical Results (en)
- 1995 International Physics Olympiad (Australia) Statistical Results (en)
- 33rd International Chemistry Olympiad, IChO 2001 in Mumbai, India (en)
- The 2nd International Olympiad in Informatics, IOI'90 in Minsk (en)
Università in Bielorussia, links (it)

Universities of the Republic of Belarus (en, ru)

World List of Schools of Pharmacy: Belarus, other site (en)

Academy of Public Administration of the President of the Republic of Belarus (en, ru)

Academy of Business Administration under the aegis of President of the Republic of Belarus, unofficial site (ru)

Academy of Postgraduate Education (ru)

Academy of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (en, ru)

Academy of Physical Culture and Sports of the Republic of Belarus (en)

Belarusian Academy of Arts, Contact Information, other site (en)

Belarusian Academy of Music, Contact Information, other site (en)

Belarusian Medical Academy of Post Diploma Studies (ru)

Belarusian National Engineering University (BNEU) (ru)

Belarusian State Agrarian Technical University (en, ru)

Belarusian State Agricultural Academy (en, ru, sp), other site (ru)

Belarusian State Economic University (en, ru, sp), other site (en)

Belarusian State Medical University (en, ru)

Belarusian State Pedagogical University (ru)

Official Site of Physical Faculty

Belarusian State Technological University (BSTU) (en, ru)

Belarusian State Technological University (BSTU), unofficial web site (be)

Belarusian State University (en, ru)

Department of Applied Mathematics and Informatics (ru)

Department of History (en)

Department of Journalism (be)

Department of Law (ru)

Department of Radiophysics and Electronics (en, ru)

Mechanics and Mathematics Department (en, ru)

Belarusian State University of Culture (be)

Belarusian State University of Informatics and Radioelectronics (BSUIR) (en, ru)

Department of Computer Design, Official Site (ru)

Belarusian State University of Transport (BelGUT) (ru)

Belarusian Technological University Alumni List (en)

Brest Polytechnic Institute (BPI) (be)

Brest State Technical University (BrSTU) (en, ru)

Brest State University (ru)

Physical Faculty (ru)

Gomel Higher Commanding Engineering School (de, en, ru)

Gomel Polytechnic Institute (en)

Gomel State Technical University named after P.O. Sukhoi (GSTU) (en, ru)

Gomel State University named after Francisk Skaryna (ru)

Grodno Agricultural Institute, contact info (en)

Grodno State Medical University (en, ru)
Belarusian medical school looks for help after Chernobyl (en)
Belarusian Olympic Academy (BOA), from Olympic Studies International Directory (en)
Borisov Gymnasium No.1 (ru)
Bobruisk Arts College (ru)
Bobruisk College of Decorative Arts (ru)
Brest Gymnasium #1 (en)
Brest Technical School for Railway Transport (ru)
Cinema School, Minsk (en)
Education in Agriculture in Belarus - Colleges (en)
Envila Women's Non-State College (WNC) (en, ru)
Florida/Belarus Health Promoting Sister Schools Projects (en)
Gomel Secondary School No.27 (ru)
Grodno Physical-Technical Lyceum (en)
Grodno Secondary School #10 (en)
Gymnasian Belarus (ru)
International House Minsk, the largest non-state English language teaching school (en, ru)
Latvian Sunday School in Vitebsk (en, le, ru)
Linouuskaya Secondary School, in Linova Village, Pruzhany Region (be, ru)
Lyakhovichi Agrarian Technical School (ru)
Lyceum of the Belarusian State University (en)
Minsk High School No.166 (en)
Minsk Gymnasium No.2 (ru)
Minsk Humanitarian Gymnasium No.7 (ru)
Minsk Linguistic Gymnasium-College No.24 (ru)
Minsk Secondary School No.159 (ru)
Minsk State Higher Radio-Engineering College (ru)
National State Humanitarium Lyceum (be)
Schulpartnerschaft mit der Schule 34 in Witebsk (de)
Soligorsk Secondary School No.4, with English deep study (en, ru)
The Secondary School No.191 of Minsk (be, en, la, ru)
Vitebsk Gymnasium #2 (en)
Vitebsk region - Technical schools and colleges (en, ru)

Child and Youth Upbringing, Students Associations

AIESEC Minsk (ru)
Belarus - Worldwide Student Network (en)
Belarusian Association of Students of Architecture (BASA) (en)
Belarusian Association of Students Studying Economics (en, ru)
Belarusian Children's Hospice (en, ru)
Belarusian Law Students Association (en)
Belarusian National Scout Association (BNSA) (en)
Belarusian Scout Association (be, en)
Belarusian Students Association (be, en)
Belarusian Union of Youth (ru)
Country Profiles on the Situation of Youth: Belarus, from the UN Youth Unit (en)
Grodna Association of Young Intellectuals VIT (en)
International Adoption: Belarus, The Office of Children's Issues, U.S. Department of State (en)
International Association of Agricultural Students - Belarus (ru)
Junior Chamber: Belarus (en, ru)
League of Youth Voluntary Service - Belarus (en)
Leninskii Kommunisticheskii Sovuz Molodezhi Belorusii (ru)
Member Countries of World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts: Belarus (en)
Minsk Private Kindergarten "Let's Grow Up!" (ru)
Mogilev Pioneer and Schoolchildren Palace  (ru)
Pro Youth International: Belarus  (en)
Scouting in Belarus  (en)
Scouting in Belarus  (en)
Teen Challenge Centers: Belarus  (en)
The Association of Belarussian Guides  (en)
The International Foundation for Support of Children & Youth "Zabota"  (en)
Young Women Christian Association of Belarus  (en)
Youth Center for Civil Society "Veras"  (be, en)
Youth For Understanding (YFU) - Belarus  (en)
Youth Non-Governmental Organization "Real World"  (en, ru)
Youth Organizations, from Data Web-Server  (en)
Youth Policy: Belarus, from Youth Directorate Council of Europe  (en, fr)